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PAYSANDU, URUGUAY, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

A second stage in the desert that beings experience, during another moment in their evolution,
children,  is to be in the desert in the arms of the Most Holy Mary.

After having lived the inner desert, after experiencing the void and the Coming Together, after
experiencing the calvary of these times, a desert will come that has still not been experienced by any
soul, because it is the spiritual desert that you will cross in this moment of the planet, the desert
prophesied in the Apocalypse.

Your Most Holy Mother crossed and continues to cross many spiritual deserts. She is
knowledgeable about the souls and their paths. She was Who took the Words and the Gifts of Christ
throughout the four corners of the world, and for this reason, She deeply came to know the human
condition and all the paths that lead you to God.

Thus, children, the Most Holy Mary is She Who knows each grain of sand of the spiritual desert that
leads you to God.

There, where beings become confused, get lost, desperate, your Most Holy Mother takes you into
Her arms and, sure of Her path, crosses the voids and the solitude and arrives to God.

In the desert, even Her adversary is confused. It pursues souls that are lost, but does not know how
to find them when they are in God. For this reason, your Divine Mother travels through the desert
and takes lost souls into Her arms, one by one, to lead them to their destiny.

That is why I tell you, in these times of confusion and darkness, in the Apocalypse and in the
Armageddon of the planet, seek your Celestial Mother. Allow yourselves to be found by Her and
yield into Her arms, because when everything may seem lost, She will know the way; when you are
no longer able to walk, She will take you into Her arms, and it is under Her protection and wisdom
that you will come to God.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


